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0 of 0 review helpful Hard to get into By cmcilroy Interesting information but had some difficulty keeping my 
attention on it for very long Purchased this book as a required read for an Anthropology course at my college I m 
hoping that some day I ll get bored enough to pick it up and read it some more 3 of 5 review helpful Some good 
references but poor overall style for a science book In this refreshingly down to earth exploration of human mating and 
sexuality an acclaimed anthropologist looks at the fascinating intersection between the imperatives of our glands and 
genes and the culture in which we live Why do we fall in love with the people we do Is there an alternative more 
feminist way to interpret traditional human sexual biology and evolution These are but a few of the questions that 
anthropologist Meredith Small explores in her compellin From Publishers Weekly Anthropologist Small s feminist 
take on human sexuality examines the intersections of love and biology Copyright 1996 Reed Business Information 
Inc From Library Journal Small anthropology Cornell 
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needs is a theory in psychology proposed by abraham maslow in his 1943 paper quot;a theory of human 
motivationquot; in psychological review maslow etymology the name quot;giraffequot; has its earliest known origins 
in the arabic word zarafah perhaps borrowed from the animals somali name geri the arab 
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